Lab Equipment Puzzle

Combine the two words in each line into one to discover a common laboratory tool!

For each line, combine the two separate words to form a new word! Fill in the matching numbered rows with the newly formed words – making sure they are spelled correctly – to discover a common laboratory tool!

1) Extremely small + Used for sight on a firearm
2) Short for professional + A teenage person
3) An image taken with a camera + To create
4) Denim material + Garden decoration
5) Opposite of “front” + Type of dog
6) Opposite of “good” + Used for dry skin
7) Noah’s ship + A car manufacturer based in South Korea

After you finish the puzzle, take a photo and share it with us if you like. Tweet it at us! Gram it our way! Put it on Facebook! Tag us with #couchreach (that’s outreach from your couch)!